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ChapterJ54: Kyoka 

Remark) 
Normally, he seems rather cheerful, but he 

has a history of suddenly getting angry for 

no good reason. Still, he is one of the more 

capable wizards in Lamia, helping lead the 

guild to second place in last year’s Grand 

Magic Games even though Lyon and Jura 

did not take part. 

He spent three months looking for a 

lost sock only to have it torn apart by 

Kurohebi of Raven Tail during a match 

in the Games. After that, they say he 

soon lost his other sock. 







So you're saying 
this all happened 

because the 
culprit made 

mistake? 

It sounds like he 
thought that the 

eternal flame... Vbu 
know, Atlas Flame, 

was a demon, and he 
came to defeat 
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Well... Anyway. 
There's some¬ 
thing we need 
to say to you. 
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is Kyoka 



This one has 
already spoken of 
her purpose here. 

To strengthen 

You would take 
such drastic 

action over the 
loss of a single 

village? 

Those 
unsuitable for 
strengthen¬ 
ing are of no 
value to us. 

These wizards 
should have been 
your soldiers... 
What fool does 
that to her own 





Chapter J55: 
Fong of the Fairies 

His magic creates a wave form that 
eliminates his opponent’s magic abilities, 
and because of that, most of the jobs he 
goes on set him against other wizards. For 
a little while, he, Toby, and Sherry did too 
much evil and were expelled from their 
guild. Then they met Lyon and committed 
even more evil acts. 

But after they met Natsu and the Fairy 
Tail members, they were reinstated, 
and with Jura’s lectures, they've 

matured quite a bit. 
: has too-prominent eyebrows. A long 

time ago, he played a game to see how 
many matchsticks he could balance on top 
of them. 
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But more 
importantly, I 

must ready your 
reward/ 
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Oh, yes... I 
may not have 
mentioned it. 



an elder 
member 
of your 
guild/// 



When you 
visited my home, I 
thought I caught 
the scent of those 
old wooden beams 

that make up 
the guild. 
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Even now, 
after all 

these years, 
that spirit 
endures. 

No matter 
what the 
result of 

your job... 

You've 
carried it on 
within your 

hearts. 

...I felt it 
the very first 
moment that 
I saw you. 



Just as 
I'm sure 
I will be 



Th]MM 

dreams 
out there 
as there 
are stars 

The breeze in the shy. 
on your shin 
Foretells the 

events of 
tomorrow. 

In sad 
times... 

(Remembers, 

alone! 
wwzmflet 

us walk 
together... 
Wmthe 
WhythnhgF 
WetFairies' 
it onu... 

ibBhHi 

...I will be 
by your 





Sorry- I've 
never Heard 

of It. / 



...mam 
m mott 
WORSHtPm. 

...and there 
is one thing 

they all seem 
to agree 

on... 
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Chapter $56: Tartarot Arc Prologue 





sponsored by j 
sovereign nation. L/ X ,, 

Negotiations^^^^^^^j\ 

eh 

M v/ 
XX I think we 

should have had 
/X<g^iy a say fa these 
//rJJP|B Grand Magic 
( ( iXxPIv Games from 
\ the start/ 

\w I 
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There are 
intruders 















You'll 
remember 
my name 

in Hell/ 













Then maybe it's 
the strongest 
demon in the 

Book of 
Zeref 

That's 
scary/ 

Hnd Tartaros 
may have the 
book with the 
Instructions 

for summoning 
E.N.D., huh? 



But wait/ 
There are a lot 
of questions 

about Tartaros, 
right? 

Even if we wanted to 
punch them> the 

Council doesn't know 
where their guild 

Is yet/ 
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The worst 
demon in 
the whole 

Book of 
lereFAl 

The 
master's 
name is 
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Chapter }5T. 
The Nine Demon Gate* 

Remark* 
Seven years ago, she fought Lucy on 

Galuna Island, and was reinstated into 

Lamia Scale afterward. She met the Blue 

Pegasus member Ren when fighting for 

the allied guilds against the Oracion Seis, 

and the two started dating. Now they are 

engaged. 

During the Grand Magic Games, she was 

secretly rooting more for Ren than for her 

own guild, but when her guild master (Ooba 

Babasaama) found out, she hit Sherry with 

her twirl-twirl magic. 

She wants to teach her cousin Sherria 

what true “love” is. 
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demons wiii 
bring down a 
crushing Mow 
on humanity 

ttt 
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DA- 
DOOM/ 
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...when 
K comes 
to killing 
you... 

...I'm 
tight on 
courseill 



The black sheep of Blue Pegasus, a guild 

otherwise famous for the beauty of its 

members. However, his abilities put him 

above the rest, and he is now looked up to 

by the rest of the guild. Still, his extreme 

personality has left him with a horrible 

reputation among other guilds. 

When Sirius Island disappeared seven years 

ago, he kept up the search for the missing 

Fairy Thil members in secret, and wept for 

his lost friends time and time again. The 

tears he shed were the perfume of sadness. 













You picked 
the wrong 
wizards to 
mess with. 



‘Thunder Dragon’s Jaw 





'I'm worried They fax*out 
about their the Council, and 

ultimate now they're going 
goals. , after the former 

We v members, as 
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Yovvjob 
istoget 
them all 
homeM 
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This 
is war 

tnt 
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...has the 
potential to 
become one 

of us. 
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one might 
enjoy that. 



We're 
gonna crush 

every one 
of them 
Tartaros 
creeps!!!! 



And even the 
Council didn't 

know where 
their guild hall 

is located. 
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I want you 
to gather 

some blood. 
Carefully/ 

I may be 
able to make 
an antidote 
from it for 
Laxus and 
the others. 

If you come 
across the 
enemy that 

attacked Laxus 
and the 

...the one 
that released 

the Pevll 
Particles... 
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Ibe enemy is 
Tartaros!!!! 



We're 
fighting 
becavse 

m 
choose ho 
fighUfff 

We're not 
fighting 
for law 

and 







You're just Y I know who 
using me as I you are/ 
bait in your 1 You're that 

latest scheme, V problem 
aren't you?y\ guild/ 

u% 
mz 
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Chapter $60: 
The White Inheritance 

Remarks 
The tsundere* of Blue Pegasus, he’s very 

popular with the ladies. But seven years 

ago, he met Sherry of Lamia on a mission, 

and started dating her. Believe it or not, 

he’s never dated another girl since. He’s 

completely devoted to Sherry. 

He was already “Big Brother Ren” to Sherria, 

and has a close relationship with her. The 

only person who opposes his relationship 

with Sherry is the master of Lamia, Ooba 

Babasaama. What will become of the star- 

crossed lovers separated by their guilds?! 











The town has 
nothing to 

do with this// 
Why...?/ J 





He's 
eating 

my 
expio... 





* That 
was 

close/// 



This is the first 
time I've ever 

seen a Fairy Tail 
wizard fighting 

up dose... 
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If they're 
after 

... then «face"... 
this could 

be very 
bad... 
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Chapter }6(: Two Bombs 

Remarks 
Before he joined Blue Pegasus, Eve was a 

member of the Magic Council’s forces in the 

Arrest and Custody Division. At the time, 

he was considered a child prodigy, but for 

unknown reasons, he wound up in Blue 

Pegasus. One explanation attributes it to 

headhunting by Master Bob. 

Once inside the guild, he played the part of 

everyone’s little brother, but as he aged, he 

began to wonder how long he could keep 

that character going. Recently, he’s been 

thinking of becoming a brainy type like 

Hibiki. 



Wendy 







MWAAH 



We use 
curses!!! 
They make 
magic look 
like child's 
play!!! 







Hey, you//// 
Go find me 
a place to 
hide//// 













You have to save me//// Me!!!! 
Which of the two of us has done 

more good for the world?/// 
There's no need to even think 

about it//// 



1 
choose 
to take 
your 
head 
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Now we’ve plunged into the Ihrtaros arc. For this, I changed up 

my methods a bit and am making a 6-7 chapter short arcs. And 

calling each of the small sections “prologue,” “part 1,” “part 

2,” and so on. That’s how I’m thinking of going. And to tell the 

truth, I know how many parts this is supposed to run, but I’m 

going to keep it a secret because it’d be really embarrassing if 

the schedule got off-track. (Ha ha!) 

On a different subject, there are going to be a lot of new char¬ 

acters appearing in this arc. I don’t have much time, and some 

of them have complicated designs, but I have to say, I’m really 

enjoying the character of Kyoka. In the near future, she’s going 

to be doing a bunch of cruel things. 

One of the delights of a battle manga is imagining what would 

happen if this villain character faced off against that character 

from the hero’s group. The same holds true for the author, since 

it’s really cool setting up simulations in my mind when pitting 

one character against another to see if it’s interesting. And then 

there are characters who are created especially to fight a battle 

against a specific character. In this case, that’d have to be Silver. 

When that person battles the person they’re set up for, you can 

be sure there will be a few hot plot twists. This arc will clear up 

a large mystery that’s been running through this entire series! 

It’d make me really happy if you’d read it all the way to its 

conclusion! 

AAAoAAAa<a<a 
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At the Fairy Taii counter... 

Lucy: Hey, everybody// Hi there// 

Mira: What's that about?/ 

You know... You're always 
) .• complaining about the first 

thing I say/ so I thought it'd 
be cool to reverse that.* 

Lucy: But...I didn't say anything 
weird. 

Mira: What's that about?/ 

Lucy: I get the feeling this time is 
going to wear me out. 

Mira: First question. 

if Zeref can't see or 
hear Mavis in Vof. VO, 
then how can they have a 
conversationP 

Lucy: A lot of people wrote in 
wondering about that. 

Mira: Who's "a lot" about?/ 

).* Sigh... 

Mira: First/ remember that the first 
master can hear ZerePs voice 
just fine. 

Lucy: Now you're suddenly 
serious?/ 

Mira: So the problem is with Zeref/ 
right? He isn't supposed to 
hear the first master's voice/ 
but he can still carry on a 
conversation. 

Lucy: So... telepathy or something? 

•• This isn't an ESP manga/ 
dummy/ (slap) 

On! It's a magic manga. 

Mira: So since it's magic/ you think 
you can do anything you want/ 
dummy? (Slap/) 

Lucy: On!! 

Mira: What'S/ "Ow/" about? (Slap/) 

]. Come on/ Mira-san/ We aren't 
/' getting anywhere with this... 

Mira: What's "Come on," about? 
(Slap slap/) 

1 On, on!! 

Mira: I think the two of them have 
something within them that 
transcends words or existence. 

Lucy: I see... In other words/ they 
can sort of communicate 
from consciousness to 
consciousness? 

Mira: Lets us give it a try/ huh? 

Lucy: How should I know?/// 

Mira: Hey/ we have to answer this 
properly before the question 
corner is over/ 

Lucy: But there's no meaning to 
"Puun/" I mean, it's just/ 
"Duun/" 

Mira: Lucy, I sense you're in pain. 

Mira: Perhaps not. But even if/ 
"Duun," has no meaning/ 
"Superduun," has a meaning/ 
right? 

.* That's because I just said/ 
"Ow/" 

Mira:0\<ay, next question. 

Minerva 
wears striped 
panties, huhP 
That's cute. 

Lucy: Hey/ that isn't a question/// 

Mira: Mine are all lacey/ V 

you don't have to go 
announcing it/// 

1 And Lucy, you like to go au 
naturel under there/ right? 

.* I wear underwear//// 

Huh? 

• Superduun is at least 
twice what Duun is. 

Lucy: ... 

Mira: It's a very super "duun." 

Lucy: Urn... 

Mira: IF I say it this way/ it has a 
lot of meaning: 

SUPERBEEN/ 

••WHERE PIP 
PUUN GO?U! 

Mira: I think that wraps things up 
with a duun/ 

Lucy: And in the end, I'm 
still the one complaining 
about what you say. 

• yeah. What's that about? 

Lucy: Okay... Now I'm exhausted... 



The Fairy Tail Guild is looking for illustrations/ Please send 
in your art on a postcard or at postcard size/ and do it in 
black pen, okay? Those chosen to be published will get a 
signed mini poster/ > Make sure you write your real name 
and address on the back of your illustration/ 

Hiro Mashima/ Kodansha Comics 

M51 Park Ave. South/ 7th Floor New York/ NY 10016 

Ul€/ 

FFURT 
THIL. 

▲ The new series is about 
to start/ Watch for it// 

▲ Wow/ You drew this 
really cute/ Her outfit can 
only be found in a special 
version calendar making it 
a rare Juvia/ 

▲ What a great picture/ It 
has this ethereal quality/ 
Mira-chan is going to have 
a great part in this arc/ 

▲ Gajeel as the Iron-Shadow 
Dragon version/ He looks 
tough/ 

▲ A combination of a former rich girl 
and a present princess. I wanted to 
draw more interaction between them. 

A Lucy in a sailor uniform/ 
This is cute/ Is she leaving 
Happy behind? 

really quickly/ But we'i 

and any other information 
you include to the artist 
as-is. Please keep that 

in mind. 

A. I'm sure Wendy will have 
a big part too/ Be sure to 
watch for it/ okay? 

41. 
v ’‘jU.rt=ypn/. 

f l ! 1 
A. jUIP 

w; 

m % 
■&. r\ ill y*&*s&s** 

▲Ah ha ha/ Why are they 
combined in this way?/ It 
says Natsu Perfume... 

oka Prefecture/ Chisato Shimoyama 
Hyogo Prefecture/ Kanon Yagi 

13*%*^ 1m_■LlZiJ_ 



In the 
demon 

stories., 
...the word 
"mercy" 

is nowhere 
to be 

found. 

The fairies 
will be 

destroyed 
from within. 

jtfFxrm
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The new TV anime series is just 

starting! It's been so long since I last 

saw everybody from the cast and 

staff, when I finally did see them, I 

was as happy as if I had just met up 

with everyone from my guild again! 

There will be little details where the 

new series will be a power-up of the 

old, so watch it! I'm sure you'll really 

enjoy it! 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 



Translation Notes: 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 

art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on some 

of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our transla¬ 

tion of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 20, Kyoka 
Like Natsu (meaning 'summer'), Kyoka is obviously a Japanese word, but unlike Natsu, 

Kyoka isn't one that is normally accepted as a Japanese name. So odds are her name 

is based on the meaning of a Japanese word pronounced kyoka. We can go over some 

of the words it probably isn't, like a bridge girder, a satirical poem or an offering of 

flowers, but one translation stands out as a probability. When she is first introduced, 

she describes her powers as making humans stronger, so we can assume the meaning 

of her name is the Japanese word kyoka which means to "enhance" or "strengthen." 

Another outside possibility is to "instruct” or “enlighten,” but I would think "enhancing" 

is closer to her position (so far) in the story. Of course later events could prove me 

wrong. 

Page 14, Womens bath 
You may have heard that Japanese bathe in mixed company. It's true that there are 

mixed baths scattered here and there throughout the country, but they are rare. 

More common, even for small hot springs, is to section off women's baths from men's. 



Page 79, Dojigiri 
One of the most famous swords in Japan was said to have been made by the great 

sword maker Amakuni Yasutsuna in the Heian period (794-1185) of Japan's history. It 

got its name because of a legend where it was used to cut off the head of an oni (Japa¬ 

nese ogre) leader, Shuten Doji, so its name translates to "Doji cutter."The blade still ex¬ 

ists and was displayed last year at the Tokyo National Museum. It is said that although 

it is more than 900 years old, the blade is as clear as the day it was made. 

Page 104, Agito 
Agito means jaw," but it is considered a far cooler way of saying it than the more com¬ 

mon word, ago. In fact, the word is consider cool enough to have a Kamen Rider series 

named after it in the early 2000s. Other anime and game characters have also been 

named Agito. 

Page 145, Tsundere 
As mentioned in the notes for Volume 16, tsundere is a word for characters who 

pretend to be annoyed and unfeeling toward another character whereas they are 

actually madly in love. The word comes from two onomatopoetic words, tsun tsun, the 

sound of poking someone, and dere dere, the sound of cuddling. The two together refer 

to a type of personality that is angry and prickly at one moment, and loving the next. 

It's mostly used for female characters, although, as Ren demonstrates, there can be 

male tsundere characters, too. 



DON'T MISS THE MOST ACCLAIMED 
ACTION MANGA OF 2013! 

"Gripping doesn’t begin to describe Vinland Saga. 

5 stars.” —ICv2 

"Deeply engrossing... If you have any interest at 

all in Vikings, the Medieval period, or pirates, this 

is not a series you want to miss.” 

—Anime News Network 

"The art is gorgeous, a combination of beautiful 

cartooning and realistic backgrounds. Yukimura 

is also a master of pacing, both in frenetic battle 

scenes and charged emotional moments.” 

— Faith Erin Hicks, Friends With Boys 

"For those who love Berserk, you’ll love this too... 

Worth the long wait.” 

—A Case Suitable for Treatment 

"It will be impossible to stop watching this story 

unfold.” —Japan Media Arts Awards jury 



When Takeru adopts a new pet, he’s in for a surprise—the dog is 

none other than the reincarnation of Sherlock Holmes.With no 

one else able to communicate with Holmes, Takeru is roped into 

becoming Sherdog’s assistant, John Watson. Using his sleuthing 

skills, Holmes uncovers clues to solve the trickiest crimes. 

i and Yuki Sato / Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. 



[©'^AtsukoT Kociansha 

IN A PERFECT CITY 
For Shion, an elite student in the technologically sophisticated 

city No. 6, life is carefully choreographed. One fateful day, he 

takes a misstep, sheltering a fugitive his age from a typhoon. 

Helping this boy throws Shion’s life down a path to discovering 

the appalling secrets behind the “perfection” of No. 6. 



. 

ZOMBIE,/ 

Chihiro has an unusual connection to zombie movies. He doesn't feel bad for 
the survivors - he wants to comfort the undead girls they slaughter! When 
his pet passes away, he brews a resurrection potion. He's discovered by 
local heiress Sanka Rea, and she serves as his first test subject! 



W Win"®!! 
f/ of a 2011 

KodanshaMpn 
s Award 



"Pattle Angel Alita is 
, the greatest f 

(and possibly the 

greatest) of all sci-fi 
action manga series." 

rAnimFMews Network 

The Cyberpunk Legend is Back! 

In deluxe omnibus editions of 600+ pages, 
including ALL-NEW original stories by 
Alita creator Yukito Kishiro! 



OPPOSITES ATTRACT...MAYBE? 
Haru Yoshida is feared as an unstable and violent “monster.” 
Mizutani Shizuku is a grade-obsessed student with no friends. 
Fate brings these two together to form the most unlikely pair Haru 
firmly believes he’s in love with Mizutani and she firmly believes 
he’s insane. 
© Robico / Kodansha Lt 
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The Pretty Guardians 

are back! 
-*- 

Kodansha Comics is proud to present 
Sailor Moon with all new translations. 

For more information, go to www.kodanshacomics.com 

Sailor Moon © Naoko Takeuchi / KODANSHA LTD. All rights reserved. 



Mei Tachibana has no friends — and says she doesn’t need them! 
But everything changes when she accidentally roundhouse kicks the most 

popular boy in school! However, Yamato Kurosawa isn’t angry in the slightest— 

in fact, he thinks his ordinary life could use an unusual girl like Mei. But winning 

Mei’s trust will be a tough task. How long will she refuse to say, “I love you”? 

Praise for the anime: 

“The show provides a pleasant window 

on the highs and lows oflyoupg'ldve with 

two young people u ho ..are first timers at 

the real thing." 

-The Fandom Post 

“Always it is smarter, more poetic, more 

touching, justlplain better than you think • 



Fairy Tail volume 42 is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents 
are the products of the author's imagination or are used fictitiously. Any 
resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living or dead, is entirely 
coincidental. 

AKodansha Comics Trade Paperback Original. 

Fairy Tail volume 42 copyright © 2014 Hiro Mashima 
English translation copyright © 2014 Hiro Mashima 

All rights reserved. 

Published in the United States by Kodansha Comics, an imprint of Kodansha 
USA Publishing, LLC, New York. 

Publication rights for this English edition arranged through Kodansha Ltd., 
Tokyo. 

First published in Japan in 2014 by Kodansha Ltd., Tokyo 
ISBN 978-1-61262-561-4 

Printed in the United States of America. 

www.kodanshacomics.com 
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Translation: William Flanagan 
Lettering: AndWorld Design 
Editing: Ben Applegate 



TOMARE! 
i V 

▼ 
You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 
from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 
read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 
each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 
the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


